
The Flawless Introduction 

Purpose: Write a single well-designed introductory paragraph of a paper (and paper title) which examines 
the meaning of Turn of the Screw, Heart of Darkness, or Cyrano de Bergerac through a specific literary theory.   

I will look closely at two parts of this paragraph: 

 The thesis sentence. See the course pack on designing the thesis: specific, accurate, carefully 
crafted, insightful.  

 The sentences leading up to it which should provide some theoretical or practical justification for 
the thesis. The theoretical dimension may be psych. lit. theory or other approaches which discuss the 
general craft of understanding texts. The practical dimension might grab one or two key/salient 
points from the text itself on which to base the position of the thesis.  

Beyond that, the paragraph should be the finest introductory paragraph you've created, replete with meaning, 
well-crafted sentences, appropriate text, even imagery, and a lack of waste.  Due March 31. 

Sample Paragraph: 

A Woman’s Displaced Ghost: 
Flora’s Competing Self-Image in Turn of the Screw 

Certainly Flora, the youngest of the two victims in Henry James’s Turn of the Screw, is the 

quietest of children. And while her initially “angelic beauty” delights the imbalanced Governess, Flora’s 

silence confounds her and the reader, compelling us to make special note of those rare instances when 

her words appear. Ironically, Flora’s most open and honest communication is what causes her beauty—

in the narrator’s eyes, at least—to “vanish,” but this is perhaps because her words most often reject the 

extraordinary: “I think you’re cruel.” Flora, like Miles, finds herself in a struggle between two Lacanian 

images: the false image of silent, innocent beauty which the Governess imposes upon her as a prelude 

to her role as an adult Victorian woman, and the truer, banal Flora which must assert itself to be free of 

the cruel paranoia around her. So powerful is the conflict that succumbing to the Governess’ image kills 

her brother. The true horror of Turn of the Screw lies in a child’s futile efforts to free herself from a 

fear—a ghostly image—which will paralyze her formative sense of self.  

 

Comment [src1]: The title can be revealing 
without overly-clever or cute. A traditional approach 
is a provocative image with colon followed by a 
more explanatory portion. 

Comment [src2]: Dive in immediately.  None of 
this generic emptiness to introduce a novel we all 
know. 

Comment [src3]: But do name the text. 

Comment [src4]: I’m preparing the argument 
for the thesis to follow.  The idea is that if I lay the 
groundwork/framework for the paper here, I can 
have a middle section which is truly analytical and 
explorative rather than one which merely “covers” 
the book.  Move forward quickly and specifically! 

Comment [src5]: I won’t describe our teach the 
theory, but I will cue the readers to know what 
theoretical approach I’m taking. 

Comment [src6]: Meh, might as well dispose of 
the Miles argument quickly as a way to set up my 
understanding of Flora! 

Comment [src7]: A little provocation to suggest 
that the Governess is the true spiritual horror of the 
novel. 


